August 23, 2011

Agenda

1. Update on Tom L.’s work to generate code to automate object creation. Tom was hopeful he could have some working code ready by the end of this week or early next. He has created a project in Git for source control of this code.
2. Do we have an agreed upon plan for testing Tom L’s code and if not can we agree to one.
3. Tom L. is currently working with Tobin. When this is complete what should be the next collection?
4. Update on the effort to get the Hydrangia UI ready for Hypatia UI development. As of this week the goal is that this work will be completed by August 26th. It would also be useful for us to take stock of what UI components are ready to develop for Hypatia when this work is complete.
5. Update on efforts to write code to take the XSLT output from FTK and use this to generate Fedora objects.
6. Vacation schedule for everyone through the end of September.